NU, Harvard sweep crews

In the early part of the race, Northeastern surprised everyone by taking 3rd Friday at 40. With 500m gone, 1/4 length down, they were open water back of Harvard at the bowhouse. For the last 500m they sprinted to 35, matching Harvard and moving on them, but not enough. They lost by a length and a deck. Dartmouth also rowed, but was never in contention.

The 130 second varsity race was a humiliation, as both Harvard's second and third varsity beat the freshmen.

This Saturday MIT crews will face even more strong opposition. The breaves race Harvard and Princeton at home for the Compton Cup. Neither of these crews is a pushover and the big first boat will have another chance to demonstrate its improvement. The lights travel to Ithaca to defend the Geiger Cup. Neither of these varsities beat the Techmen.

Whether you support the strike or not....
You can work for peace.

STRIKE INFORMATION CENTER — X1434, di. 9-200
STUDENT CENTER EAST LOUNGE
Co-spriioned by strike committee and the Student Center Committee.
Clearinghouse for activity information.
Center for information distribution by all groups.
PERSONNEL NEEDED TO MAN PHONES AND BOOTHs

McGOVERN
Mass. — Work at the polls today
Dave Sullivan, di. 0-178
Ohio — Canvass for May 2 primary
Free charter flight — McGovern Hq, 723-7913 or di.0-178
Car pools — Charles O'Neil, 247-7717

PETITIONS
Demanding an immediate end to the War, to go to Congress.
Bob Kenley 261-8973.

AUTOMATED BATTLEFIELD
Slide show in 3-133 all day, also available for living groups.
Prof. Chorover X5757.

PETITIONS
Support committee meeting, Student Center Rm 491, 12noon today.

RESEARCH
Into MIT war complivity. Seth Reusen 491-1240.

ROOMS AND PUBLICITY
We encourage people of all views to hold discussions and seminars pertaining to the issue at hand. We will attempt to provide facilities for all these requests.
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